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Introduction
America’s national parks and monuments
protect some of our most treasured and
irreplaceable cultural resources. They preserve
our collective history, which, on the North
American continent, stretches back thousands
of years, and provide us with a chance to apply
the lessons of the past to the present. Our
national parks and monuments also include
the ancestral homelands for scores of Tribal
nations, many of which remain strongly
connected to sacred sites and cultural
landscapes that are found in today’s parks and
monuments. 

To honor and protect our diverse and shared
heritage, America’s national parks and
monuments must be preserved and protected
to the maximum extent possible. But the
presence of oil and gas development on their
doorstep is a stark threat to their long-term
protection. Development can destroy
archaeological sites and turn sacred spaces
and cultural landscapes that tell the story of
modern-day Tribes into industrial zones. Like
so many extractive activities, oil and gas
development also disproportionately impacts
communities of color, including Tribal
communities that are close to national parks
and monuments. 

This threat to our cultural legacy came to a
head during the Trump administration, which
focused on achieving “energy dominance” 
and enacting “industry-first” policies. These
policies eliminated important safeguards
designed to ensure cautious and well-
managed oil and gas leasing and development
and led directly to several leasing proposals in
close proximity to several national parks and
monuments, including Chaco Canyon   and
Hovenweep,   both of which have long- 
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standing importance to many Tribal
communities. But this threat did not originate
with the Trump administration; the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) has traditionally
defaulted to opening public lands to oil and
gas development, including lands surrounding
national parks and monuments. 

But there is hope that our national parks and
monuments will finally receive the protection
they need and deserve, as the Biden
administration has promised to reform the
federal oil and gas program. Through this
effort, the administration has an historic
opportunity to uphold its commitment to
protecting the ancestral homelands and
sacred sites of Tribes under Executive Order
13985 and other legal authorities. This EO calls
for the Federal government to advance racial
equity and support for underserved
communities,   which the Biden administration
can do by protecting the relationship Tribes
have with many national parks and
monuments, as these places continue to
provide resources, identity, and spiritual
wholeness for many Tribes and Tribal
members. 

This report looks at five national parks and
monuments that honor the culture and history
of Tribal communities and examines how oil
and gas activities on surrounding lands has
harmed and continues to threaten these
extremely sensitive and important spaces. This
report also offers recommendations on how
the Biden administration, through its ongoing
review of the federal oil and gas program, and
Congress can adopt new rules and policies
that provide lasting protection to national
parks and monuments.2
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Map depicting Dinosaur National Monument, Hovenweep National Monument, Mesa Verde National Park, and Chaco Culture
National Historical Park. Federal oil and gas well sites (shown as red point features) and authorized federal oil and gas leases
(shown as black outlined polygon features) are also displayed, demonstrating the concentration of oil and gas leasing and
development on federal public lands throughout the greater Four Corners region. Federal oil and gas well sites overlap the
majority of authorized federal oil and gas leases, indicating the extent to which existing leases have already been developed.

Federal Oil & Gas Leases and Wells Surrounding Dinosaur National Monument,
Hovenweep National Monument, Mesa Verde National Park, and Chaco Canyon National

Historical Park in the Four Corners Region
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Map depicting Theodore Roosevelt National Park in western North Dakota. Federal oil and gas well sites (shown as red point
features) and authorized federal oil and gas leases (shown as black outlined polygon features) are also displayed,
demonstrating the concentration of oil and gas leasing and development on federal public lands throughout the western
region of North Dakota. Federal oil and gas well sites overlap many authorized federal oil and gas leases, indicating the extent
to which existing leases have already been developed.

Federal Oil & Gas Leases and Wells Surrounding Theodore Roosevelt National Park,
North Dakota



Threatened National 
Parks and Monuments

Chaco Canyon was once the center of a
thriving ancient society whose descendants
are members of modern-day Pueblos and
Tribes in New Mexico and Arizona. Today,
Chaco Culture National Historical Park
(CCNHP) continues to be an important, living
place for Tribes, and the Park preserves
sacred spaces of the ancestral Puebloan and
Navajo peoples. This focus on preservation,
in turn, ensures that the Pueblos, Navajos,
and other Tribes can continue to honor and
celebrate the legacy of their ancestors.

Between the years of 850 and 1250 CE, the
Chacoan people built huge stone buildings
(called great houses) with multiple stories
and hundreds of rooms. They used unique
masonry techniques and construction in
these buildings over many centuries. The
size and scope of the structures were
planned from the start, rather than taking
the traditional path of adding additional
rooms as needed. Although each structure
was unique, they all shared architectural
features that make them recognizable as
Chacoan.

The great houses were often oriented to
solar, lunar, and cardinal directions while
lines of sight between them allowed for
communication. Sophisticated astronomical

markers, communication features, water
control devices, and earthen mounds
surrounded the buildings. Furthermore,
great houses in Chaco Canyon were
connected by roads to other great houses
throughout the region.

By 1050, Chaco had an incredible influence
over the area, becoming the center of life in
the San Juan Basin. It was a place where
peoples, families, and societies converged to
share their ceremonies, traditions, and
knowledge. But by the middle 1100s, Chaco
was changing, and many of the inhabitants
migrated to new areas. 

Hundreds of years later, in 1823, New
Mexican governor José Antonio Vizcarra

Chaco Culture National Historical Park

Image by Zack Frank via Adobe Stock: The sacred Fajada
Butte in Chaco Culture National Historical Park, New
Mexico.
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conducted what we recognize today as the
first documented Euroamerican visit to
Chaco Canyon. While the U.S. Army surveyed
the site later, in 1849, Chaco’s remote
location ensured a lack of real, more
scientific attention until archaeological
excavations began in the late 1800s. Using
the newfound authority of the Antiquities
Act of 1906, on March 11, 1907, President
Theodore Roosevelt designated Chaco
Canyon as a national monument, and it
became a national park in 1980. 

Chaco Culture National Historical Park
(CCNHP) and several sites in the surrounding
landscape are also a UNESCO World
Heritage Site (WHS) — the only such site
where the underlying mineral estate is
under BLM’s jurisdiction. The Park has
approximately 4,000 prehistoric and historic
archaeological sites, representing more than
12,000 years of human cultural history in
Chaco Canyon. In addition, the park contains
relatively undisturbed examples of plant and
animal communities within the Colorado
Plateau ecosystem and offers unmatched

opportunities to conserve the region’s
biodiversity and monitor its environmental
quality. It was named an International Dark
Sky Park in 2013.

The great houses, surrounded by sacred
mountains, mesas, and shrines, still have
deep spiritual, cultural, psychological,
emotional, and heritage meaning for the
descendants of the ancestral Pueblos and
Navajo residents. The national park protects
and appropriately manages the remains of
many of these incredible structures and is
one of the largest collections of ancestral
sites north of Mexico. However, there are
thousands of Chacoan sites across the
modern Four Corners states, including
scores of great houses, agricultural sites,
small houses, and Chacoan roads that are
not within the park and, for this reason, are
not adequately protected from potentially
destructive development activities. The
Greater Chaco Landscape, as the area
beyond the Park’s boundaries is known, is
under threat from oil and gas leasing, as
described in the following pages. 

Image by eunikas via Adobe Stock: Pueblo de Arroyo in Chaco Culture National Historical Park, New Mexico.
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Threats to Resources 

Image by Jon Mullen: Oil and gas operations near the entrance road to Chaco Culture National Historical Park, New
Mexico.
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The Greater Chaco Landscape is an area rich
in cultural resources — but it is also an area
that is rich in fossil fuels. Over the years,
BLM’s Farmington Field Office has leased
nearly 92 percent of the public land
surrounding CCNHP to the oil and gas
industry, and a draft management plan
released by the Trump administration in
2020 would have opened the entire
landscape around the Park to further leasing
and development.   Meanwhile, oil and gas
companies have drilled over 37,000 wells in
the area   and helped build a sprawling
network of roads (15,000 miles) that is five
times greater than the distance from Los
Angeles to New York.
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Decades of intensive development have
caused profound harm to cultural values in
the landscape surrounding CCNHP, as oil
and gas wells, roads, pipelines, and other
infrastructure have destroyed long stretches
of the Great North Road   and transformed
Pierre’s Site and other significant places into
industrial parks.   Further, the incredible
dark skies at CCNHP are marred by gas
flares, thrown up by oil wells, that light up
the sky, as drilling activities are visible for at
least twenty miles from the boundaries of
the Park. These ongoing oil and gas activities
are also a threat to the health and safety of
Tribal members who live in the landscape
surrounding CCNHP. 
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Image by Jon Mullen: Lights from drilling and flaring can be seen
beyond the sacred Fajada Butte in Chaco Culture National Historical
Park, New Mexico.
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The pressure to lease even more federal
land to oil and gas companies only
intensified during the previous
administration. On three separate occasions,
the Trump administration tried to sell leases
within a short distance of the park.    The
area around the park contains more than
4,200 identified cultural resources, including
several that are part of the Chaco Culture
WHS, and is one of the last unleased
aggregations of federal land in all of
northwestern New Mexico.    And each time,
the administration backed down after
Pueblo and Tribal leaders raised
concerns.

Still, this imminent threat remains, as nearly
all of the federal land surrounding the park
is currently available for leasing and
development. The All Pueblo Council of
Governors (APCG) has repeatedly called
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on the federal government to provide
greater protections for the Greater Chaco
Landscape and, in particular, the lands that
are within roughly ten miles of the park.
According to APCG, “[t]he Greater Chaco
Region . . . centuries ago was the center of a
thriving civilization that flourished in the
Four Corners region. This society left behind
a vast and sacred landscape rich in cultural
resources, which the Pueblos use today as
integral to individual and collective living
identity. Many of these cultural resources
are located within 10 miles of the Park.” The
BLM is currently in the process of
withdrawing federal land in this zone from
oil-gas leasing for 20 years. This action is
supported by the Pueblos, along with many
other stakeholders, who for years have
prioritized protecting federal land in this
area from new oil and gas development.14



        There are many generations of
Acoma people and Pueblo people yet
to come. And so, they have – and
should have – the privilege of having
and maintaining the connections to
Chaco. Even today, we as Acoma
people, through our prayer, our
song, and pilgrimage, return to
Chaco. There are places on that
landscape, beyond the park proper,
that are critical and crucial
components to our own survival and
the continuance of our culture. 

To continue to permit oil and gas
development within this sacred cultural
landscape of Greater Chaco will be a direct
and unequivocal statement by the federal
government that Acoma, Zuni, and the other
Tribal concerns, values, culture and heritage
associations can and will continue to be
neglected and marginalized – and Native
Peoples alienated and cleansed from this
landscape – in favor of oil and gas
companies, which already control so much
of the federal land in northwestern New
Mexico. 

Going on to discuss the crisis caused by the
oil and gas industry, one that threatens the
landscape, the air, the wildlife, and public
health, Governor Vallo said,

America’s Cultural Legacy At-Risk 8

       The remedy is a commitment by
those federal agencies and others to
consult and reach out to tribes. To
help understand that landscape and
help them understand more about
our contemporary culture that has
direct ties to places like Chaco
Canyon. 15

Image by eunikas via Adobe Stock: Pueblo Bonito in
Chaco Culture National Historical Park, New Mexico.

Image by Jon Mullen: Pueblo Alto in Chaco Culture National
Historical Park, New Mexico.

Governor Brian Vallo of the Pueblo of Acoma
has said about the Greater Chaco Landscape
and the ongoing work to protect it, 

https://stock.adobe.com/images/buildings-in-chaco-culture-national-historical-park-nm-usa/85818848?prev_url=detail


Dinosaur National Monument
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Image by sdbower via Adobe Stock : Folded Canyon formed by the Green River in Dinosaur National Monument,
Colorado and Utah.

Dinosaur National Monument, located on
the border of Utah and Colorado, is well-
known for its exceptional history of human
habitation dating back over 10,000 years, as
well as its outstanding dinosaur fossil quarry
and scenic river canyons.

Established by President Woodrow Wilson
using the Antiquities Act in 1915, Dinosaur
National Monument was originally intended
to protect 80 acres around an extraordinary
fossil deposit located solely in Utah. Then, in
1938, the Monument was expanded to over
200,000 acres to include the Yampa and

Green River canyons and an extraordinary
surrounding landscape of deserts and
mountains.

Those who visit Dinosaur National
Monument today are hardly the first.
Evidence of human habitation and use in the
monument dates back thousands of years,
but a considerable number of cultural sites
within the monument are related to the
Fremont People, who occupied the area
from 200 to 1300 CE. While the Fremont
people have generally been characterized as
a semi-sedentary society that lived in small 

https://stock.adobe.com/images/closeup-of-the-folded-canyon-formed-by-the-green-river-dinosaur-national-monument/186736374?prev_url=detail
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Image by SKPG_ARTS via Adobe Stock: McKee Springs Fremont period petroglyphs in Dinosaur National Monument, Utah. 

bands or family groups with the ability to
move according to the availability of water
and food, we know from early excavations in
Dinosaur National Monument that the social
complexity of the Fremont was much more
multifaceted and nuanced.

Early settlers in what would become
Dinosaur National Monument encountered
cultural remnants of the Fremont and
recognized their significance. In 1939,
Charlie Mantle allowed the University of
Colorado to conduct a survey of Mantle’s
Cave, excavating breathtaking items that
illuminate a stunningly complex and rich
culture, like an exquisite flicker feather
headdress composed of 370 central tail
feathers from the red shafted flicker; a
basket containing a set of delicate, finely
crafted fishing hooks made of bone and
wood set with pine pitch on a three-meter
cord; a 28-foot-long necklace of bird bones
and juniper berries; and a deer scalp
headdress with quills woven through the
ears to keep them erect.     The cave was not
a residential site but rather for storage and
items of special significance. 
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Today, traces of the Fremont can be found
on petroglyphs and pictographs in Dinosaur
National Monument as a vivid reminder of
their lives. The Fremont society were the
forerunners of Tribes, such as the Ute and
Shoshone, who still inhabit communities in
the area today. Moreover, the Zuni people
see the Fremont culture as the material
evidence of Zuni ancestors who left evidence
of their migrations to find the Middle Place,
which is the location of the current Zuni
village. Any harm to sacred sites and other
cultural resources within the monument
results in emotional and psychological
trauma for the Zuni religious leaders and
their community.

In total, 36 distinct Tribes and Pueblos have
long established traditional associations with
Dinosaur National Monument, but more
recent newcomers like Spanish explorers,
fur trappers and traders, French
adventurers, settlers and homesteaders also
passed through this landscape, often leaving
traces that can still be seen within the
boundaries of the national monument and
surrounding landscape.

https://stock.adobe.com/images/dinosaur-national-monument-mckee-springs-fremont-period-petroglyphs/463327008


Dinosaur National Monument (Dinosaur)
has long been threatened by oil and gas
development near the park. Tens of
thousands of oil and gas wells have been
sunk here over the last century, with most of
them densely packed 30 miles away from
Dinosaur National Monument.

One of the challenges at Dinosaur National
Monument is the sheer scope of potential
archaeological sites that are at risk from oil
and gas development. There are 629 known
sites within the monument, but as of 2015,
only 10 percent of those sites have had an
intensive inventory and field inspection
done, known as a class three survey. In
addition, very little of the BLM lands
surrounding Dinosaur have had the benefit
of a thorough professional field inspection.

Oil and gas development near the
monument has the potential to disrupt
sensitive cultural landscapes that span the
monument’s boundaries and include
surrounding public lands managed by BLM.
Infrastructure associated with oil and gas
drilling also threatens scenic views near
Dinosaur, and truck traffic is a danger to
wildlife and their critical habitat. Natural gas
flares could compromise the night skies over
“one of the darkest places remaining in the
United States… where you can see the stars
of the Milky Way galaxy with startling 
clarity.”

Since at least the early 1980s, BLM has
regularly offered leases on the monument’s
doorstep.     Monument advocates have 

Threats to Resources 

consistently opposed those offerings, out of
concern for potential impacts on the
monument’s cultural, natural, and scenic
values.    But BLM has continued to open
sensitive lands around the monument to
leasing, although a new planning approach
developed for public lands surrounding the
Colorado-side of the monument in 2015
does provide some measure of protection
against oil and gas drilling. 

The consequences of opening sensitive
lands around Dinosaur to development
emerged in the first half of 2021. A new
drilling proposal in Utah would allow oil and
gas development within a half-mile of
Dinosaur and involve the construction and
installation of new well pads, roads,
pipelines and the drilling of two wells.     If
permitted, this development would destroy
this remote area’s scenic qualities and could
impair cultural values within the monument.

17, 18
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        Drilling and road blasting about
a quarter of a mile from Dinosaur
National Monument would damage
the views, quiet and dark night skies
in a remote part of the park and
pollute the park's air and water. This
is a zombie lease from almost two
decades ago that should never have
been allowed in the first place and
an urgent reminder of why our
national oil and gas program needs
immediate reforms.

America’s Cultural Legacy At-Risk 11
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Cory MacNulty, Southwest associate director at
the National Parks Conservation Association
(NPCA)



Hovenweep National Monument protects
the remains of ancestral Puebloan villages.
Situated along the Utah-Colorado border
between Bears Ears and Canyons of the
Ancients national monuments, there are
numerous archeological sites spread over a
large area of mesa tops and canyons,
including six ancestral Puebloan villages.
This area is also the ancestral, sacred, and
traditional lands of the Hopi, Zuni, Rio
Grande Pueblos, Ute, Diné (Navajo), Paiute,
and other Indigenous people. These “Lands
Between,” as the area is oftentimes called,
are an integral part of a larger, contiguous
cultural landscape that connects Chaco
Canyon, Mesa Verde, Bears Ears, and
beyond.

The first humans to inhabit the area were
nomadic Paleoindians, who visited 12,000 

Hovenweep National Monument

Image by Michele Benoy Westmorland/Danita Delimont via Adobe Stock: Archaeological site in Hovenweep National
Monument, Utah. 
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years ago to hunt and gather food.
Gradually, people began to settle in the
region year-round. These ancestral
Puebloans were a sedentary farming culture
who inhabited the area from a few centuries
BCE until about 1300 CE. By the late 1200s,
the Hovenweep area was home to over
2,500 people.

There are several towers and structures at
Hovenweep that are still standing after 700
years. They represent a variety of shapes
and sizes, and the masonry work is skillful
and beautiful. The style of the architecture
and masonry — in addition to pottery styles
— suggest that the inhabitants of
Hovenweep were closely associated with
groups living at Mesa Verde and other
nearby sites, contributing to the idea that
landscapes in this area are all connected. 

27
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In addition to the towers and kivas (round,
semi-subterranean structures used as
spaces for religious purposes or other large
gatherings) built at Hovenweep, the
ancestral Puebloans prepared their land for
cultivation. They created terraces on
hillsides, formed catch basins to hold storm
run-off, and built check dams to retain
topsoil that would otherwise wash away.
Storage granaries under the canyon rims
protected harvests of corn, beans, and
squash for later use.

While many of the historical details will
remain unknown, a combination of social
and environmental factors led the
inhabitants of Hovenweep to leave the area
near the end of the 1200s. These ancestral
Puebloans migrated to areas west, south,
and southeast, such as the Rio Grande Valley
in New Mexico and the Little Colorado River
Basin in Arizona. The Pueblo people of today
(including Acoma, Hopi, Zuni, Santa Clara,
Taos, Zia, and others) are the descendants of
these ancient Pueblo people.

In the mid-1800s, W.D. Huntington, leader of
a Mormon expedition into southeast Utah,
stumbled across the remains of the
Puebloan-era structures. The name
“Hovenweep” (a Paiute/Ute word meaning
“Deserted Valley”)      was adopted in 1874. In
the early 1900s, J.W. Fewkes of the
Smithsonian Institution surveyed the area
and recommended the structures be
protected. And, using his authority under
the Antiquities Act, on March 2, 1923,
President Warren G. Harding proclaimed
Hovenweep a unit of the National Park
System. 

In addition to its historical and cultural
significance, Hovenweep National
Monument is home to more than 150
animal species and an incredible geologic
landscape.    The national monument also
has some of the darkest skies in the country.
Its remote location, surrounded by the
Navajo Reservation and public lands,
preserves a dark sky that is largely unaltered
by modernity. Hovenweep was certified an
International Dark Sky Park in 2014.

28
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Images by Zack Frank (left) and sumikophoto (right) via Adobe Stock: Hovenweep Castle and Hovenweep House
in Hovenweep National Monument, Utah.
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The landscape surrounding Hovenweep
National Monument has been a target for oil
and gas development for years. Aging
infrastructure from wells that were drilled
years ago litter the landscape. According to
an analysis by the National Parks
Conservation Association and FracTracker
Alliance, there are over 140 “orphaned” wells
within 30 miles of Hovenweep National
Monument.    These are wells that have been
completely abandoned by their owners —
their decaying equipment and deteriorating
access roads a blight on this sacred cultural
landscape.

Yet, in spite of the increasing number of
wells near the monument that aren’t
producing any oil or gas, BLM has continued
to put parcels near the Monument up for
lease — as recently as 2019, when BLM, in
spite of receiving formal protests from the
All Pueblo Council of Governors and Pueblo
of Acoma    — leased 30,000 acres of land.
Sales like these are particularly concerning
since as little as 2 percent of recently leased
land around Hovenweep National
Monument has been surveyed for cultural
and archaeological sites.

The lands in and around Hovenweep
National Monument are connected to a
larger landscape of cultural and historical
significance. And according to the BLM,
there are more than 2,200 known cultural
sites within the leased area.     Oil and gas
development could occur right up to the
park’s boundaries, jeopardizing not just the
visitor experience but also park resources,
including towers and structures that are the

Threats to Resources 

remains of ancestral Pueblo villages, not to
mention having deleterious and damaging
irreversible impacts to the natural and
unique environment.

Ahjani Yepa, a member of Utah Diné
Bikéyah, a Navajo grassroots organization,
says,

30        When this oil and gas leasing
happens on or near sacred lands, it
risks de-stabilizing the bedrock (of
the structures). Hovenweep is in all
of our stories, and to threaten the
integrity of these structures
jeopardizes everything we've
carried forward as resilient 
people.

In addition, Hovenweep’s internationally
recognized dark skies are in jeopardy of light
pollution from oil drilling rigs and methane
flaring, which can be seen from more than
35 miles away. However, in a positive
development, the Biden administration
recently cancelled many of the recent lease
offerings near Hovenweep because of the
failure to consult with the Pueblo of Acoma
and other Pueblos and Tribes. And many
Tribes with connections to the area,
including the All Pueblo Council of
Governors in New Mexico, the Hopi Tribe,
the Ute Mountain Ute, and the Navajo Utah
Commission have called for a moratorium
on new leasing in the area surrounding
Hovenweep National Monument until the
full scope of cultural resources is studied
and inventoried.

America’s Cultural Legacy At-Risk
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Mesa Verde National Park protects nearly
5,000 archeological sites, safeguarding the
cultural heritage of many Tribes and offering
visitors to Southwestern Colorado a
remarkable window into the past. For over
700 years, the ancestral Pueblo people built
communities on the mesas and in the cliffs
of Mesa Verde. Their ancestors are found
throughout the Four Corners area today, as
26 modern Pueblos and Tribes maintain a
special relationship with Mesa Verde
National Park, including the 19 Pueblos of
New Mexico and tribes in Arizona, Colorado,
New Mexico, Texas, and Utah.

Ancient peoples lived and traveled through
Mesa Verde for many thousands of years. By
about 500 CE, ancestral Puebloans settled in
the area. Farming replaced hunting and
gathering and a settled lifestyle was in place
during this early period. By 1000, the people 

Mesa Verde National Park

Image by Daniel H Chui via Adobe Stock: Cliff Palace in Mesa Verde National Park, Colorado.

36
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of Mesa Verde were constructing amazing
stone masonry buildings. After about 1225,
these growing and shifting populations used
nature to their advantage, building their
pueblo dwellings beneath the overhanging
cliffs. 

The ancestral Pueblo people were farmers
who used the fertile soil on the mesa tops
for their crops. They supplemented their
farming by gathering wild plants and
hunting deer and small game. They lived in
the alcoves of the cliffs, in structures ranging
from one-room storage units to villages of
more than 250 rooms. Rooms averaged
about six feet by eight feet, space enough
for two or three people. Rooms in the rear
and on the upper levels were generally used
for storing crops. Underground kivas, or
ceremonial chambers, were built in front of
the rooms.

https://stock.adobe.com/contributor/205321779/daniel-h-chui?load_type=author&prev_url=detail
https://stock.adobe.com/images/the-balcony-house-or-the-cliff-palace-mesa-verde-national-park-colorado-usa/307712092?prev_url=detail


By the late 1200s, the population had begun
to migrate into present-day New Mexico and
Arizona, and the daily use of Mesa Verde
had ended by 1290. 

The structures that remain are evidence of a
society that accumulated skills and
traditions over centuries and passed them
on from generation to generation. This
Pueblo society achieved accomplishments in
community living and the arts that rank
among the finest expressions of humanity in

Image by Thoffman via Adobe Stock: Cliff Palace in Mesa Verde National Park, Colorado.
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North America, and across the world. 

On June 29, 1906, using his newfound
authority under the Antiquities Act,
President Theodore Roosevelt established
Mesa Verde National Park to “preserve the
works of man.” It was the first archaeological
area in the world to be recognized and
protected in this way, and the park was
established as a World Heritage Site in 1978.
It was named an International Dark Sky Park
in 2021.

https://stock.adobe.com/images/indian-cliff-dwellings-mesa-verde-national-park-colorado/195244481?prev_url=detail


The cultural landscape that includes and
surrounds Mesa Verde National Park has
been at risk from oil and gas development
for a long time. Even though BLM has
acknowledged that “[o]il and gas
development in the vicinity of [Mesa Verde]
would adversely affect the historic setting
and landscape associated with” the area, it
has continued to permit oil and gas activity
on public lands that lie in close proximity to
the park.     For example, in 2013, BLM
announced plans to put more than 10,000
acres of public land near Mesa Verde
National Park on the table for oil and gas
leasing.          And a 2015 BLM management
plan for the area envisioned 1,000 new oil
and gas wells in the broader planning area
surrounding the park.

Over the years, Tribes have raised concerns
about oil and gas development within the
landscape surrounding the park. And they

Threats to Resources 

have called on the Interior Department to
“work[]with pueblos and tribes to identify
no-leasing zones in landscapes with
significant cultural value, like the ones that
surround Chaco Canyon, Chimney Rock,
Bears Ears and Mesa Verde. Within these
zones, which should be broad and based on
maintaining context, setting, and cultural
integrity, the Interior Department must
focus on managing for the protection and
restoration of cultural values.”     The
National Park Service has expressed similar
concerns and warned that “[o]il and gas
development near the park may impact air
resources (specifically mono-
nitrogen oxide emissions), dust, night sky
and viewshed, threatened and endangered
species, wildlife corridors, water quality, and
visitor safety.”
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Image by Patrick Jennings via Adobe Stock: A tour group in Cliff Palace in Mesa Verde National Park, Colorado.
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Long before Theodore Roosevelt first visited
North Dakota in the late 1800s, numerous
different cultures inhabited the state’s
badlands region. Ancient peoples were able
to use the ecological diversity and unique
geology of the badlands to gather plant
materials, procure clays to make paints, find
water, and hunt animals. Thus, “today,
Theodore Roosevelt National Park is more
than simply a natural park with large areas
of wilderness; it is a cultural landscape
where the value of all of its resources are
both natural and cultural.”

Archaeological items found in North
Dakota’s badlands region suggest that it has
been inhabited for thousands of years. And
interpretations of ancient cultures by Tribal
elders tell us that the surrounding 

Theodore Roosevelt National Park
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badlands prompted unique adaptations
amid the awe-inspiring landforms, which
made the site spiritually significant in many
ways.

What is now Theodore Roosevelt National
Park was once the historical territory of
numerous Native peoples — and, at contact,
specifically the Three Affiliated Tribes, also
called the Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara
Nation.     These Tribes now live on the Fort
Berthold Indian Reservation, northeast of
the park. Many other Tribes, including the
Blackfeet, Gros Ventre, Chippewa, Cree,
Sioux, and Rocky Boy,    came to this area of
western North Dakota in the early 1800s for
hunting and trading. Each Tribe has a unique
history and relationship with the badlands.
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Image by National Parks Conservation Association via Flickr: Oil pad access roads three miles south of the North Unit of
Theodore Roosevelt National Park, North Dakota
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overshadowed the presence of the Native
peoples who have had a connection to this
landscape for generations.  

In 1935, the area was set aside as the
Roosevelt Recreation Demonstration Area,
and it was transferred to the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service as the Theodore Roosevelt
National Wildlife Refuge in 1946. In 1947, by
Act of Congress, this area was renamed
Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial Park
and transferred to the National Park Service.
In 1978, the park’s designation was changed
to Theodore Roosevelt National Park.  

Native peoples considered the buttes the
homes of many animal spirits. Some found
the isolated, steep-sloped bluffs to be
excellent vision quest sites. Others came to
hunt bison, trap eagles, or collect colored
clays used as paints from areas surrounding
springs. Theodore Roosevelt National Park is
a place of significance for many Indigenous
peoples whose association with the land is
rooted deeply in the past.

In the wake of personal tragedy, Theodore
Roosevelt found solace in the North Dakota
badlands. And years later, he channeled that
love of the land into policy, setting aside 130
million acres for conservation. This is a
familiar story that has unfortunately

Image by Craig Zerbe via Adobe Stock: Bison in the North Unit of Theodore Roosevelt National Park, North Dakota.
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In western North Dakota, where the national
park is located, the Bakken formation
contains one of the largest oil deposits in the
country. This has brought extensive
development to this once-isolated area,
which has been detrimental to the cultural
landscapes and values within and around
the park. Oil and gas development now
surrounds Theodore Roosevelt National
Park, as nearly 75 percent of the Little
Missouri National Grassland, which borders
the park on all sides, has already been
leased for oil and gas development.

The national park has traditionally served as
an escape from much of the oil and gas
development in the region. But the
expansive daytime views and dark night
skies have been disturbed and severely
compromised by infrastructure and flares
from nearby operations. For example, a
recent study prepared on behalf of the
National Park Service documents “the
damaging effects of [encroaching oil and gas
development] on viewscapes, soundscapes,

Threats to Resources 

and air quality. Such resources maintained
more abstract qualities that visitors
expected in a natural park that represented
both a vignette of primitive America and
Theodore Roosevelt’s nineteenth-century
Badlands experience: the solitude, quiet,
and isolation of the prairie, the sense of vast
openness, and the experience of a black,
starlit night.”

Although the park is safe from drilling within
its boundaries, the unique make-up of the
park makes it vulnerable to impacts from
nearby oil and gas development. Theodore
Roosevelt National Park is roughly 70,000
acres, split into three separate units. A
visitor standing atop a high butte sees a
mixture of state, federal, and private land.
The cultural landscapes and resources
within the park are affected by what
happens outside of it.    In fact, NPS has
described development taking place around
the park as “widespread, “severe,” and the
“most significant parkwide issue.”
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Image by kellyvandellen via Adobe Stock: Stars above Theodore Roosevelt National Park, North Dakota.
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       Our national parks are not
protected if they become islands in a
sea of development – and that is
exactly what the three units of
Theodore Roosevelt National Park
could become without thoughtful
planning specific to how and where
oil and gas development occurs near
the park. Clear, dark night skies that
I remember could be replaced by
flares and lighting. Some of this
development is visible from the park
today, but it’s not too late to limit the
impact.

Ultimately, the exploitation of oil and gas
resources poses significant ongoing and
potential threats to the totality of the faunal
and floral communities that have existed in
and around the park for millennia. Native
populations utilized the landscape resources
to maintain a lifeway in a balanced manner
without impacting the sum total of
resources. While isolated oil and gas wells
may not pose an extensive threat, the
cumulative combination of thousands of
wells provides a higher likelihood of causing
irreversible, long-term impacts to the park’s
cultural landscapes and resources, along
with associated flora and fauna.

Image by DeVane via Adobe Stock: Herd of mule deer bucks in Theodore Roosevelt National Park, North Dakota.
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Mark Motsko, former ranger
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Recommendations

National parks and monuments across the country are increasingly under threat from oil and
gas development on nearby public lands. Chaco Culture, Theodore Roosevelt, Hovenweep, and
other parks and monuments are at-risk of becoming “islands in a sea of development,” as oil
and gas infrastructure and drilling activities advance steadily closer to their borders. And their
cultural landscapes and values, which are of great importance to many modern-day Tribes, are
becoming more and more industrialized and fragmented.

But there are steps the Biden administration — and Congress — can take to recognize that our
national parks and monuments are frequently the centerpieces of much larger cultural
landscapes and to provide those landscapes with enhanced, lasting protection. Such steps
include:

 Protecting public lands surrounding national parks and monuments
by closing them to oil and gas leasing: 

1.

Through its ongoing review of the federal oil and gas program, the administration
should establish new rules and policies that require BLM to formally close to oil and
gas leasing public lands surrounding and adjacent to America’s national parks and
monuments. Further, Congress should pass legislation, including the Chaco Cultural
Heritage Protection Act, to permanently protect sensitive public lands around
national parks and monuments.

2. Establishing other protective designations around national parks 
    and monuments, beyond BLM’s “multiple use” mandate: 

Through the land use planning process, the Biden administration should identify and
pursue opportunities to establish protective designations surrounding national parks
and monuments. BLM has broad authority to establish “areas of critical
environmental concerns” and other designations as a means of protecting sensitive
landscapes that surround national parks and monuments. Such designations, the
boundaries of which should be broad and informed by viewshed and soundscape
analyses, can act as mechanisms to establish leasing closures and to guide
development activities (on existing leases) in a way that better protects cultural
landscapes and resources. 
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3. Developing consultation protocols with Tribes that are affiliated       
    with national parks and monuments:

BLM should develop consultation protocols with affiliated Tribes and other key
stakeholders, including NPS and state historic preservation offices, concerning the
management of public lands surrounding national parks and monuments. Such
protocols can demonstrate that BLM, NPS, and affiliated Tribes all possess an
interest in the management of public lands around national parks and monuments
and identify the procedures that will be followed when development activities are
proposed on those lands.

4. Prioritizing public lands surrounding national parks and 
    monuments for restoration: 

The Biden administration should prioritize landscapes surrounding national parks
and monuments for restoration. The administration can do this by developing
targeted restoration initiatives and plans, which can provide a framework for
reclaiming abandoned well pads and access roads, removing infrastructure, and, to
the extent possible, restoring impaired cultural attributes. Further, the
administration should take steps to account for restoration needs during the land
use planning and implementation process, including by deferring or deemphasizing
development activities in areas that are prioritized for restoration.    

It is not sufficient to just protect cliff dwellings at Mesa Verde, badlands at Theodore Roosevelt,  
towers at Hovenweep, or great houses at Chaco Culture National Historical Park. We must
instead recognize that those features are integral components of much broader cultural
landscapes that extend well beyond the artificial boundaries of national parks and monuments.
And we must do our utmost to safeguard these broader landscapes, which harbor the sacred
spaces of the many Indigenous peoples to whom this land represents the past and the present. 
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About The Coalition to Protect
America’s National Parks and
Archaeology Southwest

The Coalition to Protect America’s National Parks represents over 2,200 current, former, and
retired employees and volunteers of the National Park Service, with over 40,000 collective years
of stewardship of America’s most precious natural and cultural resources. Recognized as the
Voices of Experience, the Coalition educates, speaks, and acts for the preservation and
protection of the National Park System, and mission-related programs of the National Park
Service. More information can be found at https://protectnps.org.

America’s Cultural Legacy At-Risk

Archaeology Southwest is a private 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization based in Tucson, Arizona,
that explores and protects heritage places while honoring their diverse values. For three
decades, Archaeology Southwest has worked to compile archaeological information, make it
accessible and understandable, share it with the public and decision-makers, advocate for
landscape-scale protection, and steward heritage properties and conservation easements.
Learn more at archaeologysouthwest.org.
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